In the present paper we shall describe a method which enables us to find many new types of relations concerning the Bernoulli and allied numbers. The scheme might be described as ultra-arithmetical in character. It depends mainly on the following idea. Let a and b be rational with a = &, modulo p, where p is any prime integer. If a and b do not depend on p, it then follows, since there is an infinity of primes, that a = *>.
A similar method has been employed in other parts of mathematics; for example, HasseO) in a paper on algebraic geometry uses the method and comments upon the success it has had in various lines.
Perhaps the simplest looking formula in which a Bernoulli number appears alone on one side of the relation is as follows, if Sn(p) = 1"+ • • • +(p -l)n, -■ ô" (mod p), P where «+1 <p, in which case, of course, the left-hand member of the congruence is an integer. In order to take advantage of this simplicity we employ extensively the function which we have called in a previous paper the Mirimanoff polynomial(2), namely, the relation (1) which follows. This is connected with the previous congruence, if we note that £\t) = Sn(P).
In general we employ more or less obvious identities involving one or more indeterminates, then operate thereon, using the method of formal exponential differentiation explained in another paper(3). The elementary function from which the Mirimanoff polynomials are generated by this process is xm -1 _ x -1
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(1) Abhandlungen Göttingen, vol. 18 (1937) , pp. 51-55; cf. also Vandiver, Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 31 (1925) , p. 348; in particular, the proof of II. There is a misprint in the first congruence involving H. The right-hand member should read ac in lieu of ae.
(2) Vandiver, Duke Mathematical Journal, vol. 3 (1937) , p. 570; so-called because Mirimanoff, it appears, first investigated its properties extensively in an article in Crelle's Journal, vol. 128 (1905) , pp. 45-68.
(3) Vandiver, On formal exponential differentiation in rings, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, vol. 28 (1942), pp. 24-27. In view of the congruence (68) below it seems to me that the theory of Mirimanoff polynomials has often been obscured by the theory of the Euler polynomials defined in (12) and (13). I think that this is unfortunate, as the Mirimanoff polynomial has a much simpler algebraic form. Each type is generalized in §2 of this paper. In (19) instead of a congruence we derive an equation involving the two types of polynomials.
If in place of the simple congruence involving S"(p) given above we employ a known congruence such as the following:
(»* -l)bi -= yaa,_1 (mod p), i
where ya = -a/p (mod «), we are forced to use an extension of the Mirimanoff polynomials and relations involving the number (m* -l)bn n in lieu of bn itself. The former number has appeared in a great number of investigations concerning Bernoulli numbers, but its properties seem to be quite different in many connections; for example, I quote Frobenius as follows: "...
die Tangentenkoefficienten deren Theorie man in den bisherigen Darstellungen nicht scharf genug von der eigentlichen Bernoullischen Zahlen geschieden hat."
In a previous paper(4) the writer introduced the idea of Bernoulli numbers of various orders such that we call bn(m, k) = (mb + k)n, m-AO, a generalized Bernoulli number of the first order; and a number of the form, for r>l,
where this expression is expanded in full by the multinomial theorem and ba substituted for &"", t = l, 2, • • • , r, and where the m's are integers, mt9*0, a Bernoulli number of the rth order. This is an extension of the definition of Lucas of the ultra-Bernoulli numbers(6). Bernoulli numbers of the first order are considered in § §3 to 11 of this paper. In §5 a generalization of the von Staudt-Clausen theorem is derived which applies to Bernoulli numbers of the first order (Theorem I). In another (4) Vandiver, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, vol. 23 (1937 ), p. 555. (6) Frobenius, Berlin Sitzungsberichte, 1910 . "Die Bezeichnung der Werte
als Bernoullische Zahlen höherer Ordnung oder gar als ultra-bernoullische Zahlen scheint mir wenig glücklich gewählt und mehr von abschreckender Wirkung zu sein." The writer differs from Frobenius regarding this. These numbers, as well as the generalizations of them considered in this paper are shown to be natural analogues of the ordinary Bernoulli numbers.
paper(6) a generalization of certain congruence properties of the numerators of Bernoulli numbers is obtained which applies to the numerators of any Bernoulli number of the first order. It is noteworthy that these generalizations are very little more complicated in statement than those theorems which apply to the ordinary Bernoulli numbers.
In order to illustrate the varied applications of our method and to develop a connected theory, we give new proofs of several known theorems. In particular, although Theorem I was proved in previous papers(6), we give two new proofs of the same, as the result and the material in the proofs are both important in our theory. The properties of the Bernoulli numbers of the second order are considered in §11 to §15. It seems to me that from many standpoints this type of Bernoulli number is the most remarkable.
For example, we note from Theorem III that the only prime factors occurring in the denominator of such a number, say (kb+jb' + h)n, «even, are divisors of jk and are also found among the von Staudt-Clausen primes of order n. As noted in §16, this property does not carry over to Bernoulli numbers of higher order. Also (Theorem IV, Corollary I), any Bernoulli number of the above type can be expressed as a linear combination of Bernoulli numbers of the first order with coefficients whose denominators divide the integers k and/. In particular cases the equivalent of this result may be expressed in terms of the roots of unity (Theorem V). Results of an entirely new type are given in Corollary I and Corollary II to Theorem V.
Since congruence methods are employed throughout this paper, one might imagine that many new congruences concerning the Bernoulli numbers could be obtained aside from those given here. Such is indeed the case, but their statement will be reserved for other papers.
1. Euler and Mirimanoff polynomials. We write the Mirimanoff polynomials in the form (m) , . a a a 2 , , a m-1
(1) /"• (x) = 0 + 1 x + 2 x + ■ ■ ■ + (m -1) x , where 0°= 1. We shall first show that, for « > 0,
where fi(x)=f¡p\x), p is prime, and the left bracket symbol in the left-hand member signifies that the wth power of (f(x) + l) is to be taken symbolically, that is, after development by the binomial theorem the exponents are de- graded to subscripts and, in particular, the last term is expressed asf0(x). Also for w = 0 any such expression is taken as unity. 
Consider
= fn(x) + p*x*, from which (2) follows. Now consider
Differentiate this « times, where ¿denotes exponential differentiation ; we find r¿~/ * M pF(x)
We then have, for n > 0,
where we write M(x)/N(x)=0 (mod p), if M(x) and N(x) are polynomials in which each coefficient of M(x) is divisible by p, while not all the coefficients of N(x) are so divisible.
We write
/,(*) = (-1)" --Hn(x) (mod p).
-X
Now consider xr\l + x + x"-+ • ■ ■ + xp~l) = 1 + x + x2 + ■ ■ ■ + xp-1 -x"-1 + x~p ■ x*"1.
Differentiating « times, we obtain 1 .
We now express each/0(x) in this relation in terms of Ha(x) by using (8), and this gives(7), modulo p,
(1 -**)J. But this relation is independent of p, an arbitrary prime, hence is an equation, and we have(8) (12) [(H + 1)» -xB», «>0.
Taking 770= 1, we obtain, üi = l/(x -1),
In (10) Putting (8) in (2) we obtain
which is another recursion formula for the 77's.
We also have Multiply (16) by x and subtract from (15). We then obtain (8) (17)
Setting k = 0, 1, 2, ■ ■ • , r in (9), we obtain
Now multiply the first of these by xr~l, the second by x'~2, and so on, and add.
We then obtain
Using a similar scheme, we obtain (9) from (14) (
This is a rather curious relation ; the expression on the left involves quotients of polynomials, while /"(%) is a polynomial for each r.
2. Generalization of the Mirimanoff and Euler polynomials and a related formula. Set
We now consider
Differentiate this expression a times exponentially with respect to y and set y = 1. We then obtain (20) on the right; on the left we differentiate in the form (22) ykil _ ympxp) 1 -ymx and we then obtain
Ldyn\l -xym/X=i We now set
We now seek a recursion formula for this function. We have Differentiate this relation « times exponentially and put y = l. We obtain
Now (24) with (23) gives 1 -xp _ (27) fn(x, m, k) = (-1)"-Hn(x, m, k) (mod p), 1 -x which, applied to (26), gives (28) [(77
The first three TPs given by this recursion formula are
Now (28) is not a direct extension of (12). To obtain such an extension of the latter formula we use
which, differentiated » times with y = 1, gives
we then obtain 1 -xp
-x
Using this in connection with (26), we find
For & = 0, m = l, this reduces to (12).
where p is a prime. If n<p-1, it is known that Sn(p)=0 (mod p). We then write under this restriction
where a" is some integer.
Consider (34) (1 + x + x2 + ■ ■ ■ + xr-^x = x + x2 + --■ + X*.
We now differentiate exponentially with respect to x, using Leibnitz's theorem. We obtain
Restrict « to be greater than 1. Now (35) can be written
Setting x = 1, we have
which, in view of (33) and of the fact that «>1, is then (38) ¿Z Cn.ipai = pan (mod p2).
,=o
Dividing through by p, we may write in symbolic form (39) [(a + 1)" = a" (mod p). Now consider the recursion formula (40) [ib +1)*= bn for n<p -1. If we determine £>i, b2, ■ ■ ■ , bn-i in turn with the use of this, each denominator of the fractions so obtained will be prime to p. In view of (39) we may also obtain an in the same manner. Consequently, we may write (41) Snip) =-Pbn (mod ¿2).
It is known that Snip) =0 (mod p2) if « is odd,greater than 1, and less than p -1. Consequently, License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use pbn = 0 (mod p2), bn = 0 (mod p)
for any p > « +1 ; hence.
¿>" = 0, for » odd and greater than 1.
4. We have, obviously,
which may be written
Differentiating this relation exponentially « times with respect to x and collecting the terms whose coefficients are divisible by p2, we obtain
where P(x) is a polynomial in x with integral coefficients. Put x= 1 ; we then obtain
where W is an integer. We employ (41) in connection with (45) for each 5 occurring in the expansion of the left-hand member and for each 5 occurring in the right-hand member; after dividing the resulting expression through by p, we obtain the relation (46) [(b + *)» = b" + nSn-i(k) (mod p).
As none of the terms in this congruence depends on p, we obtain the Bernoulli summation formula
With (46) as a base we shall now prove the formula^-10)
Due to Glaisher, Quarterly Journal of Mathematics, vol. 31 (1900), pp. 193-199. For another proof by the writer see American Mathematical Monthly, vol. 36 (1929), pp. 36-37. where the k and m can be in any ring including the rational field. Employing the concept of generalized exponents used by the writer (Vandiver(3)) the exponential differentiation with respect to x gives
from which we easily obtain (48), after using (41).
Various arithmetical results not involving explicitly the Bernoulli numbers may be derived by the exponential methods we have been employing. For example, if a is an integer such that ad = 1 (mod p"), Hence (55) gives (56). For p even and w = 2, (56) also holds, since we may verify that (58) 2(mb + k)2 = Si(m, k, 2) (mod 2).
For brevity set h" = [(mb + k)\ Now for n odd, p odd, and m prime to p, the expression on the left of (56) is divisible by p, for « is not a multiple of p-1 since p-1 is even, and for m=0 (mod p), Sn(m, k, p) is obviously =0 (mod p). Hence h" does not have p as a factor of its denominator, except possibly when p = 2. Since kn = k (mod 2), for m odd we have (60) l = 2hn+ (2hn-x) (mod 2), and for m odd, « even, we have (60a) 1 = 2hn (mod 2).
Now from this we cannot have both hn and hn-x with 2 in the denominator for w odd. Also for m even 2 will not appear in the denominator for « either odd or even. Now since 2 is in the denominator of h2 for m odd by (58), h-¡ is integral from (60). Hence (60) and (60a) give hn integral for « odd and greater than 1. 
pp -1
Applying the second formula to the first, dividing the first through by x and setting x = 0, we find
where ^p' indicates summation over all the rath roots of unity except unity, and 22p indicates summation over all the distinct roots of unity; and where 
-Pp «_i
This is a companion formula to (47), but the latter is not obtainable(13) from (67), as (67) does not hold for re = l. Using (8) and (13), we find (68) fn(x) = x(l -x)"-"-1Pn(x) (mod p).
Applying this to (67), we find the equalitŷ
In the relation (65) suppose that m>k. Then the last term on the right becomes zero, so that we obtain(,4)
Relations (65) and (67) were given without proof in another paper by the writer, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, vol. 25 (1939), p. 200. (u) Frobenius, loc. cit., p. 827. We shall now show that [(mb + k)n is an integer for « odd and greater than 1 as in Theorem I. First note that m[(mb + k)n is an integer, since bn is zero for « odd and greater than 1. Now if [(mb + k)n were a fraction, it would have a denominator which divided m. Hence, since every term of [(mb + k)n contains m except the final term kn, we see that [(mb + k)n is an integer, except in the case when «=1 and m is odd. In the latter case we have mb + k=-(l/2)m + k.
8. We shall now give another proof of our Theorem I, using the von Staudt-Clausen theorem in the expansion of [imb + k)n, that is, where 72 represents an integer which combines ml, ma", and terms wherein qt and r, divide w. Now in (79) no qt or r, divides w, hence (Z=+Z-) must be an integer 73; therefore no r, is different from some qt and vice versa, and hence 22*^ = 1,
It
Since each term in this sum must be an integer and since | w,| <qt, we obtain nti= -1. Thus, we have proved Theorem I. 9. Illustration of our congruence methods. In order to illustrate our congruence methods further we show how a known property of the generalized è's may be easily derived. By direct expansion we find that t>-1 n 2~2 (k + smy = 2~2 Cn.iSi(P)mk'~i.
«=0 «=0
Now let «+1 <p; using (41) we find that (83) we employ (67) where the k used in the latter congruence equals zero, we obtain new relations involving Bernoulli numbers in view of (66).
11. Bernoulli numbers of the second order. We employ the identity (16) (") Vandiver, Annals of Mathematics, (2), vol. 29 (1928), p. 171. -1) , where p is a prime greater than «, set x = x2*, y = yz\ divide by zik, differentiate exponentially a times with respect to z and set z = 1. We then have, reducing the righthand member, modulo p3, and where h^'k)(x) is the/a(a;, w, £) of (20),
where cn denotes the least positive or zero residue of nk, modulo/, while d¡ denotes the least positive or zero residue of //, modulo k. Now set x = xzk and differentiate once with respect to 2; we then have, modulo p3, after setting
+ pkx y ¿~, x y na iy) + 2-, ak ip + n)y />A"-i (y)
plus terms of the form p2g(x), where each g is divisible by some h¡ix).
Setting x = y = l, dividing through by p2, and using pirb + s)n = sn + (r + s)" + (2r + s)n + ■ ■ ■ (88) + ((P-l)r + sY (mod p2), which follows from (55) for p>n, we find, since the result is independent of p,
or since by (81) /-i r *_l i (90) we may write Z \(jà + CnY = jba; 22 \(kb + dda = kba, (91) and (94), we obtain the well known relations ak2bxba-xj" + aj2bxba-xka = abxba^x(k2ja + j2k")
There is an analogous relation from (94).
12. If h is any integer, we have from (91) |(*i +jb' + hy=J2 Cn.a \(kb + jb'Yk"-" 
where the p's are the distinct primes such that w=0 (mod pi -1), I being some integer.
This is an analogue of the generalized von Staudt-Clausen theorem (I).
Now for « odd, (102) and (103) give It is not clear that this result is an analogue of any theorem involving the Bernoulli numbers of the first order.
We also have from (102) and (103) The latter relation may be proved directly by noting that if (k,j) = l,
15. Take the obvious identity
x -y y x ix -l)(y -1) y -1 x-1 ((85) reduces to this for k = l,j = l). We may then write
Set x = x2, y = y2, divide by z, then differentiate each member exponentially a times with respect to z, and reduce the terms, modulo p2; after setting 2 = 1, we find
.
.2 2 jp (kp) 3 -Cn,2] P y Xfa-i (X) (mod p ).
Set x = X, a ¿th root of unity, and y = p, a/th root of unity, let p be a prime greater than a, and then sum each member over all values of f and p except when f and p are simultaneously 1. We obtain (120) Zr4(/(-a)+/<-(p))-Zi^^ + ^^} (-d,) .
We note that this is symmetric in / and k, hence we need consider only the first term on the right (call it 7i) and obtain 72, the second term, by interchanging/ and k. First, in 7i we sum l/(f -p) with respect to jT for p^ 1. To effect this we employ the identity that is,
Using (122) and (123) where/>1, &>1, 2<a<p, with/, £ and £ prime each to each. Employing (68) for x = p, n = a -2, we obtain the following theorem: Theorem V. If j >l,k>l,a>2, with (j, k) = 1, p a jth root of unity different from 1, f a kth root of unity different from 1, then
w&ere the summations extend over each distinct value of p and f, respectively, and the R's are defined as in (13).
We shall now show how to obtain (91) from (125), but subject to the restrictions on the latter relation. Using (71) we have and letting c, as before be the least positive or zero residue of ik (mod/), and employing (65), we have
with a similar expression for the other term in the right-hand member of (125); if we substitute in (125) we have (91), after noting that the resulting terms are independent of p. Using Theorem V, we obtain the corollary:
is an integer with the restrictions onj, k and a given in Theorem V.
We also have this corollary: These results indicate certain analogies between the properties of Tn in (69) and the number expressed by the left-hand member of (125). (2o) "phis result is due to Lucas, Bulletin de la Société Mathématique de France, vol. 6 (1877), pp. 57-68. The proof given here is due to Dr. A. M. Mood. The proof of relation (144) was found independently by the writer.
Suppose n^r in (140); then all the terms will be zero except the one for i = n, hence Ub + b' + b"Y= i-l)r-^(-l)*-(r -»)!*«, 
